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N w A thor G id in for ci ntific artic
in Pa a arctic Gra and
Scop and o t in
Pa a arc c Grass a ds (formerly published under the title
h E ras a Dry Grass a d Gr p) is the elec
tronic journal of the EDGG, published approx. – times
per year. Pa a arc c Grass a ds publishes news and an
nouncements of EDGG, its projects, related organisations
and its members as well as scientific articles.
Sci ntific artic are those contributions that are not offi
cial announcements of EDGG, its projects or related organi
zations (such contributions are published in the announce
ment sections of the journal) and are longer than two
pages in print (contributions up to two pages are published
as hort Contributions). All EDGG members are invited to
submit scientific articles dealing with any a p ct of nat ra
and mi-nat ra gra and of th Pa a arctic r a m, in
particular: plants animals fungi microbia soils taxon
omy phylogeography ecophysiology population biology
species' interactions—vegetation ecology syntaxonomy
landscape ecology biodiversity land use history agricul
ture nature conservation—restoration environmental
legislation environmental education. Also regional/local
and/or descriptive studies based on a limited number of
observations are welcome.
cientific articles in Pa a arc c Grass a ds are subject to
ditoria r vi w. This means that after a submission the
Chief Editors will appoint one member of the Editorial
Board as Coordinating Editor of this manuscript. This per
son will combine reviewer and editor functions. He or she
will discuss with the authors the necessary steps needed so
that the manuscript reaches the formal and qualitative
requirements of Pa a arc c Grass a ds. The review proc
ess does not aim at selecting the best manuscripts, but at
making all submissions good enough for publication if pos
sible. Once the authors have implemented all required
improvements, the Co ordinating Editor will accept the
manuscript and forward it to the Chief Editor for produc
tion. As a courtesy of Pa a arc c Grass a ds, a Linguistic
Editor from the Editorial Board will check and improve the
English language of all accepted manuscripts.
ote that the following rules specifically apply to scientific
articles in Palaearctic Grasslands. Other types of contribu
tions (e.g. hort contributions) have the same style of ref
erences, but otherwise a different format and are not sub
ject to editorial review.

B n fit of p b i hing in Pala arctic Grasslands
Editorial review that aims at improving all submitted
manuscripts instead of selecting only the best ones for
publication.
Open access and full colour publication free of charges.

Complementary linguistic editing of accepted manu
scripts.
Digital object identifier (DO ) provided.
Wide audience (all > 300 EDGG members receive the
issues automatically; additionally the issue is freely
available from the EDGG website).

Typ

of ci ntific artic

R

arch Artic : Article that is mainly based on own
measurements / recordings / observations. Usually
should have the main sections ntroduction – tudy
area – Methods – Results – Discussion. Typically 5– 5
(– 0) printed pages.
R vi w: Article that is mainly based on the overarching
assessment of measurements / recordings / observa
tions that have previously been published in different
sources. Main sections are flexible. Typically 5– 5 (–
0) printed pages.
For m Artic : Article that aims at discussing conceptual,
methodological or science policy issues, including re
sponses to previous articles published in Pa a arc c
Grass a ds. Main sections are flexible. Typically 3– 0
printed pages.
Sci ntific R port: Article that reports about the start,
major advancement or completion of a grassland
related activity or project. May contain some original
data, but usually not an in depth analysis of these.
Main sections are flexible. Typically 3– 0 printed
pages.

Form of

bmi ion

Please submit the full manuscript as a single editable text
file (M Word or rtf) to the Chief Editor Anna Kuzemko
(anyameadow.ak@gmail.com) with the Deputy Chief Edi
tors
(idoia.biurrun@ehu.es,
juergen.dengler@uni
bayreuth.de) in cc. Figures and tables should be included
together with their captions in the text. Please carefully
follow these author guidelines and indicate (on the title
page) to which of the four article types your contribution
belongs to.

Lang ag
Manuscripts must be written in English language (either
British or American throughout).

Man cript tr ct r
The manuscript should be organised in a single continuous
document, with a title page, followed by the body of text
and the figures and tables directly in the text. Always con
sult a recent issue of Pa a arc c Grass a ds for details on
format, sequence of headings, citation style and arrange
ment of the manuscript (http://www.edgg.org/
publications.htm).
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Tit pag

T xt

Typ : ndicate to which section and type of article
(Research Article, Review, Forum Article, cientific Report)
your manuscript should be assigned.
T : This should be strongly directed towards attracting
the interest of potential readers. The shorter a title, the
more citations an article usually attracts.
A h r am s: n the current format of the journal. Please
spell first names out.

H ad gs, s bh ad gs, and exceptionally third level head
ings should be written in regular font (not in capital let
ters), and their hierarchy must be clearly indicated. Avoid
footnotes.
U s
m as r m
must follow the nternational ys
tem of Units ( ), e.g. mg m yr . Use words rather than
symbols where possible, especially in the Title, Abstract
and Keywords, e.g. 'beta' rather than 'β'. One letter mathe
matical symbols (p, R², z) are given in italics as are any non
English expressions in the English text (ad h c, a p s r r ).
N mb rs with units of measurement must be in digits, e.g.
3.5 g. umbers in the text of up to ten items (i.e. integers)
should be in words, e.g. "ten quadrats", "five sampling
times"; above ten in digits, e.g. " sampling times". Use
'.' (dot) for a decimal separator. Thousands in large num
bers (ten thousand and higher) should be indicated by a
comma, e.g. 0,000, but 000.
Sc
c am s of taxa of any rank are to be given in italics
(Car x c rv a subsp. c rv a, As rac a ) and without
authorities (the nomenclatural reference(s) should be indi
cated in the section “ omenclature” below the Abstract).
Formal syntaxon names of the Braun Blanquet approach
are also to be given in italics (Car c m c rv a , Q rc Fag a). Here the authorities and the year of publication
should be presented at first mentioning (but not in the title
or headings) or in a syntaxonomic overview unless one
nomenclatural reference is used and followed throughout
the manuscript.

C. icole Flowers *, Annette Wiese

,

& Pablo F. Verde

A h r addr ss s: Affiliations, full addresses and e mails
for all authors, e.g.:
Botany Department, Little Marsh University, Main t., Little
Marsh, Berkshire, United Kingdom; flowers@lmu.ac.uk;
Community Ecology, Research nstitute, Avenida verde
,
Porto Allegre, R 9 5 0 000, Brazil;
awiese@research.edu (A. Wiese),
mverde@research.edu (P.F. Verde)
*) Corresponding author

Body of t xt
bstract: Up to 50 words, less for shorter articles; no ref
erences.
yw rds: There should be – singular keywords, in
cluding the most important title words, in alphabetical
order and separated by semicolons, e.g.:
Agr s s; biodiversity; conservation; gradient analysis; grass
land; transect

N
nclat r : Refer to one (or few) source(s) for unified
nomenclature of plant species or vegetation units, unless
there are few names and their authors are given in the
text, e.g.:
Miller ( 00 ) for vascular plants, except Myers et al. ( 003) for
As rac a

bbr viati ns: List and explain any abbreviations that are
frequently used in the text, e.g.:
DCA = Detrended Correspondence Analysis; CP = nterna
tional Code of Phytosociological omenclature (Weber et al.
000)

Main t xt: Up to three levels of unnumbered section head
ings are possible. tandard sequence of main sections in
Pa a arc c Grass a ds is ntroduction – tudy area – Meth
ods – Results – Discussion, but variation of this structure is
acceptable when appropriate.
th r c ntrib ti ns: Required for any paper with more
than one author, e.g.:
A.B. planned the research, C.T.F. and Z.K. conducted the field
sampling, B.C. performed the statistical analyses and led the
writing, while all authors critically revised the manuscript.

c n wl dg
nts: Keep them brief. References to re
search projects/funds and institutional publication num
bers can go here as well as mentioning of individuals who
helped but did not make a significant scientific contribu
tion that would warrant authorship.
R f r nc s: For details, see below.

Citation in th t xt
Use forms such as: mith & Jones ( 005) or ( mith & Jones
005); for more than two authors: White et al. ( 005); for
combinations: ( mith et al. 005a, 005b; Jones 00 ,
0 0). Citations must be chronological by year, except
where there is a list of years for the same author(s), e.g.
(Zebedee 950, 970; Abraham 9 0; mith et al. 9 5,
97 ; Zebedee et al. 9 9). Reference to articles and books
should be limited to published work or work in press. ndi
cate all other material as "unpubl." or "pers. comm." (the
latter with date and description of the type of knowledge,
e.g. "local farmer"), or web address (e.g. http://
www.greenworld.info/global_redlist; accessed 0 ovem
ber 0 3).
R r c s
c mp r pr grams: Computer programs
used should be mentioned in the Methods section, e.g.
"performed by Do tats (version . , tatProgs nc., pring
field, Y, U )" or “performed by Partition (version 3.0,
www.users.muohio.edu/cristto/partition.htm)”.

R f r nc

ction

The References section can contain only material that is
published (including “early online”/”PrePub” publications
with a DO ) or is a thesis. For books that have been pub
lished as numbered volumes within a series, this fact can
be indicated in square brackets after the book title (but
without series editors); for technical reports issued by in
stitutions, this fact can be indicated in square brackets af

Pa a arctic Gra
ter the publishing institution. For details, see examples
below.
The list is ordered alphabetically, with several works by the
same author(s) (including all works of “Author et al.”, irre
spective whether the co authors are the same) being ar
ranged in chronological order. For references with up to
eleven authors, all authors are listed. f there are twelve or
more authors, only the first nine) and the last one are
listed, while the others are replaced by "(...) &". Use the
formats given below for the different reference types:
Weber, H.E., Moravec, J. & Theurillat, J. P. 000. nternational
Code of Phytosociological omenclature. 3rd edition. J r a
V g a
Sc c
: 739–7 .
López áez, J.A., Alba ánchez, F., ánchez Mata, D., Abel
chaad, D., Gavilán, R.G. & Pérez Díaz, . in press. A paly
nological approach to the study of Q rc s pyr a ca forest
communities in the panish Central ystem. Phy c
g a. DO : 0.
7/03 0 9X/ 0 /00 057 .
Blackburn, T.M., Essl, F., Evans, T., Hulme, P.E., Jeschke, J.M.,
Kühn, ., Kumschick, ., Marková, Z., Mrugała, A., (…) &
Bacher, . 0 . A unified classification of alien species based
on the magnitude of their environmental impacts. PL S
gy : e 00 50.
Ellenberg, H. & Leuschner, C. 0 0. V g a
M
r pas
m d Ap
ök g sch r, dy am sch r d h s r sch r
S ch . th ed. Ulmer, tuttgart, DE.
Whittaker, R.H. 9 9. Evolution of diversity in plant communi
ties. n: Woodwell, G.M. & mith, H. . (eds.) S ab y a d
d v rs y
c g ca sys ms, pp. 7 – 9 . Brookhaven
ational Laboratory, Brookhaven, Y, U .
Whittaker, R.H. 973. Approaches to classifying vegetation. n:
Whittaker, R.H. (ed.) Ord a
a d c ass ca
c mm s [Handbook of vegetation science 5], pp. 3 3–35 . Junk,
The Hague, L.
Rodwell, J. ., chaminée, J.H.J., Mucina, L., Pignatti, ., Dring, J.
& Moss, D. 00 . Th d v rs y E r p a v g a
–A
v rv w
phy s c g ca a a c s a d h r r a
sh ps EUNIS hab a s. ational Reference Centre for Agri
culture, ature and Fisheries [Report no. EC L V 00 (05 )],
Wageningen, L.
Wallin, G. 973. Lövsk gsv g a
Sj häradsbygd
[D c d
s w d a ds
Sj häradsbygd ]. Ph.D. thesis,
Uppsala University, Uppsala, E.
Euro+Med 0 5. Th E r +M d P a as
h
rma
r s rc
r E r -M d rra a p a d v rs y. URL: http://
ww .bgbm.org/EuroPlusMed/ [accessed 7 December 0 5].
Oksanen, J., Blanchet, F.G., Kindt, R., Legendre, P., Minchin,
P.R., O’Hara, R.B., impson, G.L., olymos, P., tevens, M.H.H.
& Wagner, H. 0 5. v ga : C mm
y Ec gy Packag . R
packag
v rs
2.3-2. URL: http://cran.r project.org/
package=vegan [accessed 7 December 0 5].

R f r nc

in oth r ang ag

than Eng i h

. References in languages that use the Latin alphabet are
cited in the original language. For languages other than
French, German or panish, titles of papers, book chapters
or books should be followed by an English translation in
square brackets. Titles of the journals or books in the cita
tions of book chapters are not translated. Example:
Mucina, L. 9 5. Používať či nepoužívať Ellenbergove indikačné
hodnoty? [To use or not to use Ellenberg's indicator values?].
óg a 0: 5 –5 .

. References in Cyrillic and Greek alphabets are cited in
the original language but transliterated to Latin alphabet
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(see principles of transliteration from the various lan
guages using Cyrillic letters). Titles of papers, book chap
ters or books should be followed by an English translation
in square brackets. Titles of the journals or books in the
citations of book chapters are not translated. At the end of
the citation, the original language is indicated in square
brackets. Example:
Kholod, . . 007. Klassifikatsiya rastitel´nosti ostrova Vrange
lya [Classification of Wrangel sland vegetation]. Ras' s ' R ss
: 3– 5. [ n Russian]

3. References in languages that use other alphabets than
Latin, Cyrillic and Greek: Titles of papers/chapters/books
including book titles in the citations of chapters and also
the titles of the journals are translated to English. At the
end of the citation, the original language is indicated in
square brackets. Example:
Chiu, C. A., Lin, H. C., Liao, M. C., Tseng, Y. H., Ou, C. H., Lu, K.
C. & Tzeng, H. Y. 00 . A physiognomic classification scheme
of potential vegetation of Taiwan. Q ar r y J r a
F rs R s arch 30: 9– . [ n Chinese]

Tab
umerical results should be presented as either tables or
figures, but not both. Table legends should be on the same
page as the table to which they refer. The legend should
contain sufficient information for the table to be under
stood without reference to the text of the paper. The first
sentence of the legend should comprise a short title for the
table. Units should appear in parentheses in the column
headings, not in the body of the table. Vertical lines should
be avoided. f some part of the table needs to be high
lighted (e.g. groups of important species), use background
shading (not framing or boldface). All cells with numeric
values must be aligned at the decimal separator. For large
tables with many empty cells, fill the empty cells with dots
to facilitate reading. Tables should be planned in a way
that they fit onto the size of the journal pages in readable
size.

Fig r
Figures in the submitted manuscript should be supplied at
the size at which they are intended to be printed: either
one column or full page width. Figure legends should be
included within the manuscript text file on the same page
as the figure to which they refer. The legend should con
tain sufficient information for the figure to be understood
without reference to the text of the paper. The first sen
tence of the legend should comprise a short title for the
figure. The definitions of symbols and lines should be given
as a visual key on the figure itself, not as a word key (e.g.
'solid bars', 'open circle', 'dashed line') in the legend. ub
graphs within one figure should be headed with a lower
case letter and a brief heading. Wherever space allows, full
labels instead of abbreviations should be used in the fig
ures. cale bars should be given on microphotographs and
maps. Use a sans serif font for figure labels, such as Arial or
Helvetica. f possible, make use of the colour option of
Pa a arc c Grass a ds. Colour photographs illustrating the
study objects are particularly encouraged and can be ar
ranged in full page plates (please discuss options with the
Chief Editor, if you are planning this).

